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Just a random thing I made up while looking at blood sport comic round one by ZoeChan. Kivana makes
it to round 2 of the blood sport! What will happen?
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1 - Kivana vs. Kyrat

"Good evening ladies and gentle irks, welcome to blood sport round two! Today, last rounds winner, the
Hybrid Kivana, is now crossing over the bridge of despair into the forbidden urban wasteland! Her
challange will be to pick up a Kyrat dragon egg and bring it to the other side of the city before her
opponent! Her opponent, a newcomer named Exo, will be taking her on! Let the blood sport begin!"
~Blood sport channel Irk TV.

Blood sport is brought to you by poop cola, if its poop, its possible!



2 - Kyrat Doom

Kivana was sitting under a tree in the jungle for shade when she heard a loud whirring noise above her.
She looked up and saw the helicopter that dropped her in the middle of the desert. A guy leaned out with
a megaphone. "Kivana! Your next challenge takes place in the city! Here's a holographic map to find
your way!"

A thin bar dropped from the helecopter. A holographic map sprung up from it. It read, go north 20 miles.
"How am I supposed to get 20 miles north on my feet?" She yelled up at the helicopter.

"We sent you a landmster Kivanna, find it on your radar!"

"What?"

"Never mind."

A huge tank appeared in front of her. "This works." She said.

Kivana jumped in. BLAM BLAM! She blew the helicopter to peices with a charge shot.

When she reached the city, a blinking light that said self destruct started counting down. "Fuc-"
BOOM!!!!! The tank was propelled into metallic confetti with the force of the blast. Kivana brushed
herself off. She had several cuts and bruises from the shrapnel. She ignored them. A camera droid
hovered in front of her. "Greetings Kivana. Your challenge is to take the Kyrat egg and bring it to the
other side of the city before your opponent does."

"That seems easy enough." She said.

An egg as big as her head lay in the middle of a clearing in the rubble. She picked it up and began on
her journey to the other side of the city.

...
"Kivana has the egg and is making her way to the other side of the city. Uh oh, what's that? The Kyrat
has gone topside! This challenge is going to get real interesting real soon!"



3 - the dragon is topside!

Kivana was now rolling the egg across the city. A huge form rocketed out of a crack in the streets and
toward Kivana. A Kyrat dragon landed right in front of her. "RRRRAAAAAAAAHHHHHH!!!!" The dragon
roared right in her face, sending spit flying in every direction. "shoot!" Said Kivana.

She ran in the other direction but the dragon was too fast. It picked her up by the back of her shirt with
one of it's enormous talons. "Ahhh!" Screamed Kivana.

The dragon flung her in the air and ate her. Kivana held on to one of its enormous teeth. She struggled
to think of a way out. Her blaster was gone, probably in the dragons digestive tract. All she had left was
her metal blade. She looked into the back of the dragons mouth. There, like a punching bag, dangled the
giant uvula. She threw her blade like a spear. It wen clean through the dragons uvula. "WREEEEEE!"
The dragon squealed in pain.

It spit her out, fifty feet off the ground. Kivana plummeted to the ground. The egg was also falling. "Noo!"
She screamed. If the egg broke they would disqualify her and Exo. She wondered where Exo was
anyway.

She hit the ground with a crack. Both her ribs felt shattered. The egg fell a few feet away from her. The
silloughette of an Irken appeared. Exo ran over and picked up the egg. "Thank's for taking out the
dragon for me! He he he." He ran back toward the exit of the city.

When she got her hands on him, she would torture him in his sleep with a rusty kitchen knife then choke
him with a cordless phone, with his parents on the line!
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